Description
Calculates correlation coefficients based on two groups of omics bivariate data. Currently, only two groups of samples can be specified. Used to make input for discordantRun().
Usage createVectors(x, y = NULL, groups, cor.method = c("spearman"))
Arguments
x ExpressionSet of -omics data y optional second ExpressionSet of -omics data, induces dual -omics analysis groups n-length vector of 1s and 2s matching samples belonging to groups 1 and 2 cor.method correlation method to measure association. Options are "spearman", "pearson", "bwmc" and "sparcc"
Details
Creates vectors of correlation coefficents based on feature pairs within x or between x and y. The names of the vectors are the feature pairs taken from x and y. The posterior probabilities for each class are generated and outputted into the value probMatrix. The value probMatrix is a matrix where each column is a class and each row is a feature pair. The values discordPPVector and discordPPMatrix are the summed differential correlation posterior probability for each feature pair. The values classVector and classMatrix are the class with the highest posterior probability for each feature pair. -as.vector(cor(t(mvrnorm(10,rep(3,100) ,diag(100))))) ## Determine Fisher-Transformed z scores of rho zV <-fishersTrans(rhoV) splitMADOutlier Outliers using left and right MAD
Description
Identify features with outliers using left and right median absolute deviation (MAD).
Usage splitMADOutlier(mat, filter0 = TRUE, threshold = 2)
TCGA_Breast_miRNASeq
Arguments mat mxn matrix of -omics data, where rows are features and columns samples.
filter0
Option to filter out features if they have at least one 0 value. Default is TRUE.
threshold Threshold of how many MADs outside the left or right median is used to determine features with outliers.
Details
The purpose of this function is to determine outliers in non-symmetric distributions. The distribution is split by the median. Outliers are identifed by being however many median absolute deviations (MAD) from either split distribution.
Value

mat.filtered
Input matrix where features with outliers filtered out. 
